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SUMMARY 

An anoma3y has existed for some years ooncerning the much faster 

vibrational energy relaxation rates observed for some gases in expanding 

flows than are inferred frmd data measured in shock-exoitea environments. 

An analysis is described for a simple aiatomic gas in these situations 

in which multiple quantum jumps ars allowd between vibrational states 

in an attempt to account for this anomaly. The relaxation rates are 

shown to aepena upon the vibrational temperature as well as the 

translational temperature. Rates calculated for nitrogen show the 

de-excitation rates in a nozzle expansion to be faster than the excitatidn 

rates in a shock-excite& environment at the same translational temperature, 

but by an amount far less than that observed experimentally. 
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1. Introduction 

At moderate temperatures, when the contributions to the energy 

content of a molecular gas due to electrouc excitation, lonisatlon 

and dissoclatlon are negllglbly small, the xnternal energy of a gas 

is made up of three parts: the kinetic energy of translation of the 

molecules; the energy of molecular rotation; and the energy of 

molecular vlbratlon. At any temperature these energies have equllb- 

rium values whch can be calculated using quantum-statlstlcal mechaxucs. 

In hypersornc flow the changes of state imposed upon a gas are 

often very rapid. In many cases the time required for a gas to reach 

equlllbnum in the equpartltlon of energy between the various degrees 

of freedom of Its particles may be comparable to the particle transit 

time over some characteristic length in the flow. Under these 

circumstances the flow 16 said to be a "non-equilibrium" flow, and the 

time characterlslng the existence of a gas element in a non-equllibnum 

condition 16 called the "relaxation time". Under non-equilibrium 

conditions each degree of freedom may have an energy content which 

differs from Its equlibrlum value. Profnded that the density of 

the gas is high enough, the energy modes will exchange energy by 

collunon until they attain their equilibrium values. The translat- 

ional and rotational energy modes usually adjust very quckly towards 

equlibnum with each other, only a few molecular collisions being 

requred. These modes are therefore called the active energy modes, 

and their energy content is specified by one "active" temperature, 

l!. The vibrational energy mode LS relatively much more slowly adjusted. 

This slow adjustment, and the ease with which a vibrational non- 

equlibxxum state can be produce'd under laboratory conditions, has 
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led to a great deal of experimental and theoretical attention being 

focussed upon it. 

Landau and Teller (Ref. 1) were the first to derive a theoretIca 

relation descrlblng the vIbratIona relaxation of a gas system 

composed of tiatomlc molecules. They showed that the relaxation 

process may be described by the rate equation 

dE _ -x zP1 0 t 1 - exp(-Bv/T)} {E"(T) - E,} . . . . . (1) 
dt 

where E, 18 the instantaneous vibrational energy of the gas, Ev(T) 

16 the vibratlonal energy that the system would have If It were 1x1 

equlllbrlum at the local active temperature T, Bv ie the character- 

istic vIbrationa temperature, and Z 1s the bimolecular collision rate. 

The term Pl o IB the probablllty per colllslon of traneferrlng one 
9 

quantum of energy from the vlbratlonal mode to the actxve energy mode, 

the vibrator "jumping" from the first excited vibrational energy level 

to the ground state. 

Equation (1) may be written In the form 

dE 
2 = 
dt 

EV(T) - E "3 
T 

. . . . . (2) 

where 'I 16 a characterlstlc vlbratlonal relexatlon time given by 

‘I = 
t 

ZP1,O { 1 - exp (-'3,/T)~ ] -' . . . . . (3) 

The dependence of T on the bimolecular collision rate Z shows 

that it 16 inver&ly proportional to the pressure p of the gas. 

It 16 usual when correlating vIbratIona relaxation data to define 

a napier time TN such that 

'IN - TP . . . . . (4) 
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Using vlscoslty data, Landau & Teller derived an expresslon for Pl o 
, 

as a function of thetemperature T of the active modes as 

1 
- e A(0 exe (B/T) 113 . . . . . . . . . . (5) 

pl.O 

where A(T) is a weak function of T and B 1s a constant both of which 

depend upon the properties of the molecule. Equations (3) and (5) 

provide the dependence of 'c on T. Further details of the derivation 

of these equations are gxven in Ref. 2. 

The llmltatlons on the Landau-Teller rate equation and the 

relaxation time 'c are set by the approximations in the thermodynamxc 

inodel used to derive the equations and the accuracy of the vlscoslty 

data used. -3 The dependence of lnr on T has been confirmed by 

more sophisticated theoretical arguments, for example those by Zener 

(Ref. 3) and by Schwartz and Herzfeld (Ref. 4) end aleo by experiments 

(Refs. 5 and 6). However, the values of A and B are controversial 

and these are normally determlned by experiment. The Landau-Teller 

model prebcts a varlatlon of relaxation time with temperature which 

is in good agreement with measured valu&e In shock-excited envlmnments 

where the vlbratlonal mode 1s excited by energy transfer from the 

active modes (Ref. 5). Using these measurements to deterrmne values 

of A(T) and B, the Landau-Teller rate equation may be applied in 

exphslon environments, such asnozzle flows, where the vibrational 

mode 1s being de-excited by energy transfer to the active modes. 

For nitrogen the pre&cted rates of de-excitation are considerably 

lower than those measured in such circumstances (Refs. 7 end 8). 

Similar anomalous results have been reportedfor carbon monoxide 

(Ref.9) though conflzctlng evidence is reported in Ref. 8. 

A summary of the current status of the measured vibrational . 
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relaxatron data for rntrogen is shown III Figure 1 taken from Ref. lo.* 

The functional dependauce of r on exp (T-3) is present an both cases, 

but the parameters A (T) and B of equation (5) are very bfferent 

for the excitation and de-excrtatlon cases. 

Many reasons have been put forward to explaxr this anomaly, 

but the varrous models proposed have met with little success. In 

deriving the Landau-Teller rate equation goverrung the vibrational 

relsxatlon process, no account is taken of severs3 phenomena which may 

have some effect on relaxation rates. Among these are: 

(a) molecular anharmonicity, 

b) non-isothermal effects, 

Cc) energy exchange between the vibrataonal and rotational 

modes, 

(d) coupling between vibrational relsxatlon and chemical 

reactions, 

(e) couplxug between the vibrataonal mode and the electronically 

excited states of free atoms present as impurities, 

and (f) multiple quantum jumps between vibrational energy levels. 

Each of these effects is discussed bnefly. 

(a) Molecular snharmonicity 

The Landau-Teller model depends critically upon the assumption 

that the vibratlonsl mode of molecules may be adequately represented 

as a simple harmonic oscillator. The simple harmonic oscillator 

approximation takes no account of the closely packed upper energy 

levels typical of a real gas near the dissociation limit. Energy 

* The two curves A and % for the shock-excitation data in Figure 
1 are correlations of the experiments of References 7 and 11, among 
others. Although curve % has been accepted as representing the 
excitation rate data at moderately low temperatures, recent experimen- 
tal work reported In Reference 12 suggests that curve A may be a 
better fit to the data. 
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is exchanged relatively easily between these levels and the active 

energy mode, and such exchanges occur much more rea&ly than active 

energy exchanges with the lower energy levels of the oscillators. 

In shock excitation environments the hx&er energy states of the 

vl6ratlonal mode have a small population during the initial stages 

of relaxation. Conversely, In expanding flow environments the 

upper states have a relatively large population which enhances the 

transfer of energy to the actzve mode via the higher vlbretional 

levels. 

Bray (Ref. 13) used a Morse oscillator model to account for the 

anharmomcity of a real gas. He found that, in an expanding flow, 

much faster de-excitation rates are predicted using kls model than 

are predicted by the Landau-Teller rate equation using the same 

excitation data. Thxs appeared to explain the anomaly. However for 

utrogen, the conditions necessary for the faster rates Implied by 

Bray's analysis are far removed from the actual conditions under 

which anomalous rates have been obtained expemmentslly. 

(b) Non-isothermal effects 

Inherent In most derivations of a vibrational relexatlon rate 

equation is the assumptxon of a steady-state vibrational energy 

distribution function. In other words. 

N = N, (m, T, TV) . . . . . . . . . . (6) 
m 

where N m 1s the population of the m th vibrational energy level, 

1: 
1s the vibrational temperature speclfylng the energy in the 

vlbratlonal mode and T 1s the actxve temperature. Thus changes in 

the active temperature with time will Introduce dT/dt terms into the 

rate equation. These are usually assumed to be negligible and 'I 

is regarded as a local relax&Ion time at the instantaneous 
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temperature T. 

Contitlons may ar~.se however when such terms are not negllable, 

and in those circumstances the Landau-Teller rate equation among 

others, becomes lnvalld. Furthermore, It has been shown (see Ref.131 

that a fallingactlve temperature increases the transfer of vibrational 

energy to the active modes by increased transfer from the closely- 

packed upper energy levels, as mentioned previously. 

In his anharmonic oscillator model, Bray also considers non- 

isothermal effects. He concludes that very large rates of change 

of temperature are requred under extreme conditions of low temperature 

and pressure before these effects mvalidate the assumption of a 

steady state distribution fun&Ion and Increases in vlbratlonal 

relaxation rates occur. 

(c) Energy exchange between the vlbratlonal and rotatlonal modes 

There is a much smaller difference between a quantum of vlbratlonal 

energy anal a quantum of rotationsl energy than between vlbrationsl 

and translational quanta, at least away from the tissoclatlon lunt. 

It is to be expected therefore that vlbrationsl energy 1s transferred 

to the translational mode yla the rotational mode as well as by direct 

transfer. It is this coupling of vibration and rotation which gives 

rise to the varlatxon with temperature of the parameter A in equation 

(5). Stretton (Ref. 14) suggests that this coupling enhances the 

overall vibration-translation energy transfer by three to six-fold. 

This seems to be about the best assessment one may make at present and 

explains the need for experiments to obtun absolute values of 

vibrat.xonal rate parameters. However, @though the rate of energy 

transfer from vibration to translation 1s Increased via vibratlon- 

rotatxon coupling, there does not appear to be a mechaznsm whereby 

vibration-rotation exchanges are not equally effective UI both 
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vlbratlonal exit&Ion and de-excltatlon environments. very 11tt1e 

experunental work has been reported on energy transfer from vibration 

to rotation (Ref. 15) so that few slgruflcant conclusions can be 

reached regarding this type of transfer process. 

(d) Coupling between vIbrationa relaxation and chemical reactions 

In prlnclple experimental conhtmns may be chosen In such 

a way that chemical effects on the vibrational relaxation rate are 

negligible. However, lmpuritles may have a marked effect on the 

vibrational relaxation rate of the test gas. Hydrogen 16 a typlcal 

example of an impurity which may affect the relaxation rates a6 

measured In shock-tubes and shock tunnels. Hydrogen is often used 

86 the driver gas in these devices, and unless precautions are taken 

molecules may reman in the test sectxon from earlier shock-tube 

experiments. In adhtion, back streaming of pump oil is a source of 

hydrocarbons from which hydrogen atoms are easily stripped. 

For excitation environments behind shock wave6, little time is 

available for any hydrogen compounds present to &ssoclate and form 

atoms which will affect the relaxation rate of the shocked test gas. 

In shock tunnels, a high enthalpy reskrvoir of gas 16 obtained by 

shock heating, and the hot gas 16 then expanded into a nozzle. This 

high enthalpy region may exist for sufficient time to dissociate* any 

hydrogen molecules or hydrocarbons present in this reeon. The 

hydrogen atoms so formed expand through the nozzle with the test 

gas. Depending on their concentration, these highly mobile atoms 

* Where &rect tissociatlon is unlikely because the enthalpy of 
the test gas is too low, the presence of so&urn atoms, which are 
often used a8 a trace maternal In vlbratlonel relaxation experiments, 
could catalyse the breakdown of hydrogen molecules through the 
formation of NaR (Ref.16). 
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Theoretical models 

6 Excitation far from equilibrium. 
e Excltatton near equilibrium 
F Expansion near equilibrium 
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A and c from Fig. I 

Lexcltatlon 
(experimental) I 

expanding flow 
(experimental) 

Fig. 2 Comparison of calculated results with empirical correlations 
of Figure I 



between these modes. The l&t emltted by the metallic atoms 1s thus 

an Indue& measure of the energy content of a particular vibratlonal 

energy level. The transfer of energy between the active modes of the 

test gas and the e1ectroru.c energy of the metallic atoms 1s negllglble 

compared with the vibratIona energy transfer. Provided the molecules 

of the test gas have a Boltzmann dutnbutlon of theu vibrational 

energy, the electroruc temperature of the metallic atoms present is 

indicative of the test gas vlbratlonal temperature. Thus resonant 

energy exchange has been verified experimentally for so&urn and 

mtrogen (Ref. 18). The maln doubt in line-reverssl experunents 1s 

whether in expansion flow envuonments, a Boltzmann population of 

the vibratIona energy levels exzsts. 

This Edlscussed by Bray (Ref.121 who concluded that very 

extreme contitlons are necessary before the steady state dlstnbutlon 

function ceases to apply. The thermodynamic effects of see&n@; a test 

gas are discussed in Ref. 12. 

Free atoms which take no part In the vlbratlonal energy exchange 

but merely provide a "heat bath", have been used In vibrational. 

relaxation experiments to ensure that'the relsxatlon process takes 

place under isothermal conditions (Ref. 17). VibratIonal relaxation 

rate data obtaned from such experiments using a mixture of nitrogen 

and argon agree with the results for pure mtrogen. In view of the 

wide range of Ntrogen concentrations used, these results suggest 

that the relaxation rate anomaly is not associated with atom-exchange 

processes of the type proposed by Bauer & Tsang (Ref.19). 

(f) Multiple quantum humps between vlbratlonal energy levels 

The calculation of transItIon probabilltles for energy exchanges 

between the vIbrationa end the active modes of a molecular system 

may be divided into two dlstlnct parts: low active temperatures and 
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kgh active temperatures. At low temperatures, the txme of interaction 

between molecules LS large compared ath the vlbraixonal period of the 

molecules. In this case most collisions lead to transltzons between 

low lying vlbratlonsl levels. Thu 1s called %lmost a&abatlc" 

energy transfer and It leads to the pre&ctlon of single quantum 

humps between neighbouring vibrational levels during the relaxation 

process. This gives the Landau-Teller type of relaxation equation 

presented earlier. 

As the active temperature of the gas Increases, the assumption 

of almost adubatlc energy transfer between the active and vibrational 

modes becomes less Justlflable and the hrst-order perturbation 

analyses used to derive transltlon probabilities are no longer valid. 

When the active temperature of the gas is sufficiently large, the 

active energy of the molecules may be consIdered as unchanged during 

a colllslon whch involves an exchange of vibrational quanta. This 

is the "unpulslve" lnterktlon theory proposed by Bak & Fisher (Ref.20); 

It leads to the prediction that vibrational quantum jumps to any 

level are equally probable. 

Between these extremes are the numerical calculations of Shuler 

& Zwanzlg (Ref. 2l) and Rapp & Sharp (Ref. 22). By their nature these 

calculations cannot provide an analytIcal description of the vibrat- 

tonal energy relsxatlon process. 

If transltlons between other than neighbouring vlbratlonal 

levels are allowed, a mechausm exists whereby the de-excitation 

may be faster than the excitation of the vibrational mode. This 1s 

because the energy requred to transfer quanta into the vibrational 

mode must be avalable in the active mode. Thx Introduces an 

effective colllslon term into the excltatlon terms in the master 

equation controlling the relaxation process. Conversely,the vlbratlonal 
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de-excatatron terms do not have this effective collrslon term if It 

1s assumed that the active mode of a molecule can absorb any amount 

of vibratronal energy during a collasron. This point is clarified 

in Sectlon 2 where tLs mechanism UT examined in detail. 

A numerical calculation of the effects of multiple quantum 

jumps on the vibratlonsl relaxation rate has been carrred out by 

Northup & Hsu (Ref. 23). 

They used the machine calculations of Rapp & Sharp (Ref. 22) 

to evaluate the transition probabilities in the master equations for 

vabratlonal relaxation. They then solved the equatlonsfor shock 

excited lutrogen and compared the resulting energy distribution with 

experimental values obtslned by Hurle & Russo (Ref. 17). Their results 

show that multiple quantum jumps have little or no effect on the 

vibrational relaxation rate of nitrogen up to a temperature of 7000 K, 

and that the Landau-Teller type of analysrs is adequate up to this 

temperature. Unfortunately, Northup end Hsu did not extend their 

celculatlons to expanding flow environments. Such a calculation is 

described in this paper. 
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2. The multrple quantum hump model 

Of the theoretrcal models whose rmplrcatrons have been fully 

investigated none has explarned the anomalous vrbratlonal de-excrtation 

rate of nitrogen. However the effects of allowing multiple quantum 

jumps between vibrational energy levels has not been examrned for an 

expamng gas, and a model 1s proposed here to do so. The assumptions 

embodied an this model are aamed at srmpllcity In order to obtain 

an analytic form for the rate equation. Complications such as anharmon- 

icity and non-Boltsmann populations of vibratronal energy levels are 

Ignored, and In general at low temperatures, active to vibrataonal mode 

transition probabllaties are overestimated. The results of the 

analysis justify these assumptions to some extent, as will be demonstrated. 

The assumptions are llsted below. 

(I) The gas system 1s composed of N simple harmoruc oscillators 

which can only exist at a very large number (assumed infinite 

for the purpose of calculatron) of discrete energy levels, 

the mth energy level having a population Nm. 

(ii) A Boltsmann distribtitlon of vabrational energy exists at all 

times and is characterised by one vibrational temperature 

Tv- 

(aii) V-V collisions, wb.rch only involve exchanges of vlbrationel 

energy, are far more probable than T-V collisions which involve 

exchanges of energy between the active and vibrational modes. 

The V-V colLsrons m~nteun the Boltsmann population distribut- 

ion among the vlbratlonal energy levels. 

(1~) T-V trsnsations probabilltles are of the impulsive rnteraction 

type as gaven by E!ak & fisher (Ref. 20). 

(v) A Boltzmsnn population of the active energy modes exists 
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at all times and is characterised by one temperature T. 

The energy 1x1 the rotational mode 1s accounted for by 

T, but the effect of rotatlonal energy on T-V collisions 

1s ignored to avoid further cornplenty. 

(vi) During colllslon, a vibrator can take up any number of 

quanta of vibrational energy provided this energy 1s 

available in the active mode. 

(~11) During a collision, a vibrator can lose any number of 

quanta of vibrational energy to the active mode, and 

thm exchange is only lunted by the energy 1x1 the 

vibrator. 

(viii) The principle of detxuled balancing is valid during 

collzslons which involve a transfer of more than one quantum 

of vlbratlonal energy. 

? For assumption (IV) the transrtion probabxllties for T-V energy 

transfer become, 

P m, m-n = P m, m-l I (n = 1,2 . . . ..m) 

P m, m+n = P m, m+l I (n = 1,2 . . . . =J) 

P mm, m = P m+l, m 1 (n = 1,2-.... m) 
. . ...* (7) 

P m-n, m = P m-l, m , (n = 1,2 . . . ..m) 

where P m m n is the probability of a molecule jumping from level 
1 - 

m to level m-n during a T-V colliszon, and similarly for P etc. m, m+n, 

!Che critical assumption is now made that the ratlo of trensltion 

probabilities between two levels 1s proportional to the ratio of the 

corresponding vibrational energy levels. Strictly thu3 assumption 

only applies to adiabatic collisions between simple harmonic 

oscillators in an exponential force field. In the absence of better 
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lnformatlon this assumptron 1s made for non-adlabatx collisions. Thus, 

P m, m-l = mP 
130 

P = 
m, m+l (m+l) P 

04 
P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . = 

m+l, m (mcl) Pl () (8) 
, 

P = 
m-l, m * po,1 

The master equation (see Ref. 24) which describes the rate of 
dN 

change of population of the mth level with time m 
dt , and which 

allows for multiple quantum jumps during a collision is given by: 

dN = * z,p 
2 

dt I: N - m-n ,n m-n ; z’,p* *+n Nnl 9 
n=l n=l 

m m 
+ 

A 
Z'P m+n,m Nm+n - z z'pm m-n n=l ' 

N, + (V-V)- terms . . ...(g) 

where Z' is the number of collisions per time during which energy is exchanged 

between the active and vibrational modes. The "(V-V)-terms" account 

for collisions which involve only an exchange of vibrational quanta 

during a colllslon. 

In order for n quanta to be transferred from the active mode to 

the vlbratlonal mode in one collision, only a collision pair with a 

relative active energy greater than or equal. to nh Y ~111 be effective 

in a collision. Here, h 1s Planck's constant and V 1s the vIbratIona 

tiequency of the oscillator. Conversely, for the transfer of vibrational 

energy to the active mode, all collisions are assumed effective. Under 

these circumstances, equation (9) becomes 

dNm = z{ m e Y P N 
dt 1 m-n,* m-n - Y .P P N m,m+n m 

n=1 n=l 

+ ? Pm+, m N,+n - T Pm m-n N, ) + (V-V)-terms . . (10) n=l , n=l , 

where Z is the bimolecular collision rate and 

(I = -Qv/T . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I.......................... (11). 
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In equation (lo), ena ls'an effective colllslon parameter derived 

from classical mechatllcal conslderatlons (Ref. 2). 

Multlplylng equation (10) by m and summing over the nbrational 

energy levels gives - 

d x f !f "N,} - Z y y ena Pma,m mN 
- nF3 n=l m-n 

2 2 ? ena Pm m+n m N 
m-J n-l . m 

+ 
z y y pm+n,m al Nm+n Iw n=l 

z 
m . . . . . (12) 

and the (V-V). terms III equation (10) sum to zero, as they neither add to 

nor subtract from the vibrational energy of the system. 

Assumptions (Ii) and (v) give 

E - NhV 
” 

f exp(eV/Tv) - 1) 

and 
8JT) = Nhu 

f exp@,/T) - 1) 

. . . . . (13) 

. . . . . (14). 

Two parameters, S and R related to the vlbratlonal partltlon 

functions at temperatures Tv and T respectively are defined for 

convernence as 

s - {l - =p(-WTv)} -' . . . . . (15) 

and 
R - 11 - exp(=)] -1 ..a.. (16). 

Using the pnnclple of detailed balancing, and substltutng from 

equations (7) to (16), equation (12) 1s reduced to . 

dE P 2 ZP1 G G(T,T$ t E,,(T) - Evj . . . . . (17) 
dt , 

where 

G - 2R2 + 4s2 + 4SR - 5R - SS + 4 . . . . . (16). 
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Comparison with equation (2) gives the relaxation time a6 

t-CT+) - i ZP1 o 6) -I 
. . . . . (19) 

Equation (17) is the rate equation governing vibrational relaxation when 

multiple quantum jumps are allowed. 
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. mscusslOn 

Tklo significant points are ~mme&ately obvious from the form of 

the rate equation (17) goverxnn@; the relaxation process. At low 

temperatures, T and TV much less than Sv, the rate equation reduces 

to the Landau-Teller equation, ~.a. equation (1). This shows that the 

exaggerated impulsive interaction transition probabilities at low 

temperatures have little effect on vibrational energy transfer due to 

the small population of the higher vibrational levels at these low 

temperatures. At temperaturesof order Q, the impulsive interaction 

assumption becomes more valid, and the effect of this assumption 1s , 

embomed in the term G of the rate equation. The relaxation time is 

now a function of both T and TV because G is a function of these 

parameters. 'BUS appears to be the only model of vibrational relaxation 

in wbch a dependence of r on TV has been found. 

Equation (19) shows that multiple quantum jumps provide a mechanism 

whereby a faster relaxation rate can occur In an expansion environment 

than In a shock excitation environment. By way of illustratron consider 

the case where T is approximately equal to Gv. -In an excxtation environ- 

merit T,, wz~ll be less than T. Thus only terms in G contsimng R ml1 be 

significant in evaluating T . In an expansion environment at the same 

value of T, T,, will be greater than T, and terms containing both R and 

S will be significant in evaluating G and hence T . Depending on the 

values of R and S obtained in both envxronments,r In the excitation 

case will be greater thanr In the expansion case. The question 1s: 

how much greater? 

Because of the dependence of r on'Tv, its evaluation as a function 

of T 1s impossible without solving the rate equation simultaneously 

with the gas dynamic equations, and using the resultrng vibrational 
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energy dlstnbution to evaluate local values of T by integrating equat- 

ion (2). 

The results of Northup & Hsu (Ref. 23) show that multiple quantum 

jumps have little effect on the dependence of c on T for shock exclt- 

ation environments. This enables the term ZP1 o to be evaluated in 
I 

equation (19). The dependence ofZPl,O on T is chosen as 

P 

zpl.O 

= A exp (B/T) 3 . . . . . (20) 

and the rate equation (17) for quasi-steady one-dlmenslonal flow 

conditions becomes 

pGt E"(T) - E, 1 

UA exp(B/T)* . . . . . (21) 

where u 1s the local particle velocrty and x is &stance. 

In equation (201, A and B are assumed.constant. In practice, A 

~6 a weak function of T but may be considered constant to a good 

approtimation. 

Initial values of A and B were chosen and equation (2l) was 

solved numerically together knth the equations of continuity, momentum, 

energy and state for nitrogen in a shock excitation environment. The 

relevant equations for the shock excited case and the expansion flow 

environment are given In the Appendix. *From the resulting vibrational 

and translational energy distributions, local relaxation times are 

evaluated by integrating equation,(2). The calculated values ofT 

are then plotted as a function of active temperature. New values of 

A and B are chosen until the values of T as calculated above, mat& the 
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experimental data presented XI Figure 1 for curve A. Curve A 

1s chosen rather than B because of the expenmenta$ data presented 

III Ref. 12. 

The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 2; and the 

values of A and B finally assumed give the fun&lo&al dependence of T 

on T and Tv for the excitation case as 

T&l 3.8 x lo-' exp (65*sooK,T)1/3 
(ps atm) b G . . . . . . . . . . (22). 

In figure 2, two curves are presented fOrT e r(T) calculated 

from the above model. This is because 'I 1s also a function of Tv 

and the value of T evaluated at. any particular temperature depends 

upon how far from eq\ullbrium the vibratlonal mode 1s at that instant. 

The upper curve D represents data for thesystem away from equilibrium 

and the lower curve E data evaluated near equilibrium. 

With the rate equation (22) the gas dynarmc equations were solved 

using the computer programme of Ref. 25 for the steady expansion 1x1 

a convergent-&verged. conical expansion nozzle of 12' half angle. 

The resulting vibrational and translational energy &strlbutions 

have been used to calculate local values of T as was done previously. 

The results of these caloulatlons are represented in Figure 2 by 

curve F. The vibrational energy In the nozzle 1s frozen before 

large departures from equilibrium are obtxuned. Hence, only 

vIbrational relaxation times near equilibrium are represented by 

curve F which is plotted as the envelope of the shortest relaxation 

times obtained from the analysis. Other relaxation times tended 

to fall between curvss F and E, but these are only of academic 
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interest. 

The data presented in Figure 2 suggest that the theoretical 

relsxatlon rate increases as the molecules approach equilibrium. 

This 1s expected because of the dependence of 7 on the vibratlonsl 

temperature Tv. In shock excitation environments, T is falling 

relatively slowly whilst Tv is increasing rapidly as the gas tends 

to equilibrium. The net effect 1s an Increase in G which gives 

an increase In relaxation rate. Conversely, for the expandu@ flow 

in a nozzle both T and TV are falling as the molecules flow down the 

nozzle, but the gas molecules are moving away from equilibrium. Thus 

curve F represents relsxatlon rates calculated near the nozzle 

throat where non-equilibrium phenomena are first apparent. 

'Ibe effect of multiple quantum jumps on the relaxation rate 

in an expansion environment is shown in Figure 2 to be small. 

Multiple quantum jumps do increase this relaxation rate compared 

with simil&r data in shock excited flows, as predicted. However, 

this increase is not sufficient to explmn the rates observed 

Bxperimentally. 
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4. Conclusions. 

The Landau-Teller rate equation for vlbratlonal relax&Ion 

successfully describes the general behaviour of tiatomlc gases 1x1 

environments In which the vlbratlonal mode 1s being excited. USlIlg 

experlmental data to evaluate the absolute relaxation rates In such 

circumstances the unknown constants particular to each gas may be 

deterrmned. When the resulting rate equation 1s used to describe 

the relaxation process in circumstances where the vibrational mode is 

being de-excited, it premcts rates@ least an order of magmtude 

smaller than those measured for rntrog&. None of the theoretIcal 

models previously proposed have been able to explain this anomaly. 

A simple model in which multiple quantum jumps between 

vlbratlonal levels are allowed has been examined here, and while 

relaxation times in a nozzle are found to be smaller than those In a 

shock excited environment at any given active mode temperature, the 

difference 1s far less than that observed experimentally. 

It is possible that the difference could be narrowed by 

taking account of effects such as anharmonicity, but the added com- 

pllcatzon seems unwarranted. The anomaly 1s not observed for all gases, 

while any explanation on the lines suggested here would be applicable 

to a greater or lesser extent for all gases. One is led to conclude 

that the anomaly 1s probably due to impurities in the test gases. 
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Nomenclature 

A(T) 

ii 

B 

E " 

E"(T) 

G 

h 

HO 
m 

m 

n 

N 

Nm 

Nn 

P. 

P 
m.n 

R 

fi 

S 

t 

T 

T " 

u 

x 

Z 

Z' 

slowly varying fun&Ion of temperature T 

cross sect1ona1 area 

constant 

vlbratlonal energy/mass 

vlbratlonsl energy/mass at temperature T 

function defined by equation (19) ' 

Planck's constant 

total enthalpy/mass 

vxbratlonal energy level: m = 0, 1, 2 etc. 

mass flow rate 

vlbrationsl energy level: n = 0, 1, 2 etc. 

total population of vlbratlonsl energy levels 

population of level m 

population of level n 

pressure 

probabl1lt.y of a molecule chwng from level m to 
level n during a T-V collision 

fun&Ion defined by equation (16) 

specxfic gas constant 

function defined by equation (15) 

time 

active temperature 

vIbratIonal temperature 

velocity 

distance 

bimolecular collision rate 

colllslon rate for T-V energy transfer 
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OL 

Y 

ev 
V 

P 

T 

‘IN 

= -ev /r 

ratlo of prx~~pal speclflc heat capacltles for active 
modes only 

characterlstlc vIbratIonal temperature 

oscillator frequency 

density 

relaxation t.xme 

napier time 

Abbreviations 

T-V Collm~ons which only involve transfer of energy between 
the translational mode and the vibrational mode 

v-v Collisions which only involve exchange of vibrational 
energy 
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APPENDIX 

The Gas Dynamic Equations 

The equations for steady one-dimensional flow of a relaxing gas 
al%:- 

pAu =& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Al 

Lx 
y-1 + Ev + su2 = Ho 

udu 
dx 

1% =-a 
P d2f 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A2 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A3 

where Ais the local cro86 sectional area ,, p is the density of,the gas, 
u the velocity of the gas, H the stagnation enthalpy/masa, y the 
ratio of the principal speczfi"c heat capeclties of the active modes and 5 
is the gas constant. In equation A2, the vibrational energy has been 
expllcltly included ae a separate term , and y is to be regarded a.s 
7/5 for linear molecules and 4/3 otherwise. 

For the shock excitation caee, u is the velocity of the gas 
relative to chock fixed co-ordinates, and the above equations are 
eolved numerically together with the equation of state 

p = cRT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A4 

and an assumed form for the vibrational energy rate equation. Initial 
values for PST and u are taken from tabulated data for the relevant 
value of y , and an assumed shock Mach number. 

The solution of the equations for an expanding flow ie described 
in Ref.25. 
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